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ABSTRACT

A progress report on the TRIfMF Kaon Factory Feasibility Study Is
presented. The requirements placed on the machine parameters and ex-
perimental facilities by the potentially interesting experiments are
discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Serious thinking about a kaon factory at

TRIUMF began in 1977 with the realization that

meson factories are in an unrivalled position to

act as injectors to an accelerator operating in the

10-20 GeV range. With an extracted current of

100 uA, the kaon factory can produce beams of

kaons, antiproton6 and neutrinos factors of 100

more intense than at present. The effort at TRIUMF

has paralled the LAMPF II plans with major work-

shopc held in 19791 and 19632 to discuss both the

physics potential and practical design of machines

and facilities to produce these intense beams. The

funding of feasibility studies for a kaon factory

began in 1981 with the aim of preparing a proposal

for submission to the Canadian Government by 1983.

A progress report on this study was presented by

M.K. Craddock3 at the LAMPF II Workshop in July

1982 and a review of physics possibilities for kaon

factories was presented to the 1980 LAMPF Users

Group Meeting by D. Bryt&an.k Therefore, most of

you are well aware of our plans. In this t*lk I

will tend to focus on the region between the

physics and the accelerator, In particular how the

potentially interesting experiments determine the

machine parameters end the experimental facilities

which have to be provided- Although in the prepar-

ation of this talk I have had numerous discussions

with ny colleagues at TRIUMF, the conclusions I

have reached are in some cp.se s my own so don*t

necessarily reflect a clear conBensvf-

A brief description of the TRIUMF facility

will be presented first to give some perspective to

the kaon factory plans. TRIUMF iB sited on 6.6

acres of land In an area known as the University

Endowment Lands, about 3 km south of the main

campus area of the University of British Columbia.

Although the present site Is rather Bmall for a

multi GeV facility there is the possibility of

extending into adjacent land. In particular if the

facilities are kept underground.

Our 6-Bector isochronous cyclotron accelerates

H~ ions to a peak energy of 520 MeV. Using extrac-

tion by stripping the H~ beam on a thin carbon

foil, two or more proton beams may be extracted

simultaneously with independently variable energies

and Intensities. When used ae an injector to a post

accelerator an energy of 430-450 MeV ie chosen to

reduce beam losses due to electromagnetic stripping

which come in at higher energies. At the present

time the cyclotron Is capable of delivering currents

to 250 uA cw and with the addition of a buncher at

injection a current of 10D wA can be provided with-

in a phase width of ±6", a requirement for some of

the accelerator schemes to be described later. A

plan view of the facility is shown In Fig. 1. The

kaon factory will be fed by beamllne 2A although

conventional stripping extraction may not be used.
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Fig* 1. Layout of beamllneB and experimental areas.

II. PHYSICS POTENTIAL

As part of the physics justification for a

kaon factory, the Initial Experimental Program

working panel 16 preparing a series of showcase ex-

perimental proposals* These proposals are Intended

to demonstrate the potential physics capability of

this field with Innovative but reasonable extrapo-

lations of existing experiments or techniques* A

preliminary list of experiments and their spokesmen

is shown in Table I.

TABLE I

PRELIMINARY LIST OF EXPERIMENTS

CP Violation
CP violating K decay
CP violation in Ky3 decay

R.«.re K Decays
K • ue
Kaon beta decay

Neutrino PhysicB
Neutrino-electron elastic scattering

Hyperon/Hypernuclear Physics
Studies of hypernuclel
Hyperon production, scattering and reactions
Double strangeness exchange via (K'.IC1")

Baryon Spectroscopy
Light quark spectroecopy

Hadron-Nucleon Interactions
Studies of NN(N), KN and "N

Exotic Atoms
Measureaent of the K~p 2p-ls X-ray
Magnetic noiient of fi~

(M. Strovink)
(K. Crowe)

(V. Chaloupka)
(J. Brewer)

(D. Bryman)

(R.R* Johnson)
(K.F. Jackson)
(P. Kitching)

(H. Dlzlt, R. Henlngway)

(D. Axen)

(A. Olln)
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Fig. 2. (a) Production cross sections on a 1 cm tungsten target as a function of proton energy,
(b) Relative cost per particle assuming facility costs scale with proton energy.

III. PHYSICS INPLT TO MACHINE PARAMETERS

A- Proton Energy

There has been considerable discussion at

TRIUMF concerning the design energy o. the accele-

rator* This is of particular importance as the

cyclotron option which has many obvious advantages

ceases to be a viable alternative above 15 GeV,

D. Bugg5 in his summary talk of the Second Kaon

Factory Physics Workshop set a lower limit of 8 GeV

and anticipated that a detailed consideration of

particle fluxes, space demands and cost6 would

result in an optimum energy of about IS GeV. Some

representative particle fluxes6 vs. proton energy

are shown in Fig. 2(a). If the assumption is made

that facility costs scale with proton energy the

Fig. 2(b) curves show how the relative cost/parti-

cle varies with incident energy. This puts the opti-

mum energy between 15-20 GeV for the production of

low momentum < 2 GeV/c secondary particles. This

assessment is not completely fair as the Machine

intensity is not being considered here and a doub-

ling of proton current would cost much less than

doubling the energy.

At present the machine designs are aiming at a

proton accelerator in the 15 GeV range where both

the cyclotron and rapid-cycling synchrotron are

viable options. Are there compelling physics argu-

ments for going higher or does a 100 uA 15 GeV

facility satisfy the foreseeable bean requirements?

Basically we are interested in copious production

of three types of particles - kaone, antlprotons

and neutrinos - so each will be considered In turn.

1. Kaons. Although there will be strong em-

phasis on the use of low momentum or stopping kaon

beams, there are a number of reasons for requiring

4 GeV/c or higher momentum beams. For the study of

rare decays, e.g. K* •• *+u+e~, where good particle

identification Is essential the optimum kacn momen-

tum is between 4-6 CeV/c. Reliable range separa-

tion of tnuons from pions requires py > 2 CeV/c.

Reliable Cerenkov counter Identification for elec-

trons vs. muons and use of shower counters to sepa-

rate electrons from pions puts the optimum electron

momenta 1 GeV/c < pe < 6 GeV/c. Summing these

optimum moments leads to 4 GeV/c < py < 6 GeV/c

unless new particle Identification techniques come

along. Similarly, the study of decays involving

neutral pions in the final state, e.g. Kf •*• IT0*0,

benefits with p^o > 6 GeV/c as the momentum resolu-

tion on the TT°'S is improved. Neutral kaon beams iu

general are Improved when produced by a higher

primary proton energy as the neutron contamination

is less. K~ of 4 GeV/c are considered optimum for

producing via the K~p reaction the many meson and

baryon states needed to fill out our knowledge of

light quark apectroBCi?} . This energy is suffici-

ently high to have a reasonable phase space for

production of these states but with the momenta of

the final state particles low enough for good tine-

of-flight separation.

An attempt has been made to obtain a consist-

ent set of cross-section data by normalizing the

Sanford-Wang parametrlzation,7 which Includes kine-

matic reflection, to the recent cross-section



neasurerer r made at CERN.6 It is recognized that

Sanford-Wa^, does a reasonable job of predicting

the shape vs. secondary Momentum but poorly as a

function of Incident energy. Figure 3(a) shows the

Sanford-Wang predictions for negative kaona using

as the normalisation point the 0* cross sections on

carbon Jt 1.40 GeV/c secondary momentum. A linear

interpolation was used between 10 and 18 GeV.

At IS GeV the momentum range over which the

flux Is within 1/2 the peak flux Is 1.2-5.2 GeV/c.

The peak flux Is about 1/3 that at 24 GeV/c.

Factors of 2-4 are at the level which can be re-

gained with a clever channel design.

2. _ Antiprotona. The field of ̂ > physics Is

a very rich one but any discussion of the use of

antiprotone immediately raises the question of

being competitive with the LEAK facility at CERN.

This means building a 6lmiJar "p accumulator ring

and a low-energy storage and cooler ring.

The study of the nucleon-nucleon interaction

has been one of Che major programs at TKIUMF, and

experience has shown that the only way to pin down

the various amplitudes is to use both polarized

beam6 and polarized targets. The antinucleon-

nucleon system Is even more complicated as there

are 3 sets of Independent quantum numbers instead

of the 2 in the NN case. A method of producing

polarized antlprotons has rot been established as

yet. A possible alternative la to use the fact

that the reactions pp + AA, pp + II and pp • HH

lead to final states with strange particles which

decay weakly. The direction of their decay prod-

ucts 1B a signature of the polarization of these

final state particles, that Is the final states are

self-analyzing in polarization. The threshold

momenta for these reactions range from 1.4 GeV/c to

2.6 GeV/c. To get a reasonable kinetic energy of

the final state particles a momentum of 5 GeV/c is

desirable.

Many other studies in f physics require a max-

imum stopping flux. Figure 3(b) e'.iows the momen-

tum spectra of antlprotons produced for several

incident proton energies. As for the kaons the

curves are Sanford-Wang calculations normalized at

1.40 GeV/c to the CERN data. For an antlproton ac-

cumulator the peak flux would be used and the lower

production Intensity at lower proton energy could

be partly offset by an increased collection effi-

ciency. The most cost effective way to obtain "p of

momenta 5 GeV/c or higher would then be to accele-

rate them in the storage-cooler ring. This some-

what relieves -he requirement of high proton energy

to get reasonable fluxes of antlprotons.

2 A 6 e
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Fig. 3* Production cross •ections_on carbon at 0" using Sanford-Wang predictions normalized to data
at 1.40 GeV/c (a) IT <b) p.



3. Neutrinos. Neutrino physics profits from

the highest primary energy and intensity possible.

Both production and reaction cross sections rise

with energy, the colllmatlon of the beams is easier

and detector problems ate reduced as the recoil

•oaentum of scattering particles Increase. Bow-

ever, In the energy range being considered there Is

no threshold energy below which a viable program Is

not possible, cf> '.he LAMFF proposal for a major

neutrino facility using the high Intensity and

favourable duty cycle of the PSR even though the

energy Is 800 MeV.

B. Duty Cycle and Mlcrostiucture

There is a clear consensus or. the beam duty

cycle; for neutrino experiments} and possibly some

rare decays, a duty cycle of 10 or better 1B

required; for kaon and antlproton physics the duty

c;cle should be close to 100%. The importance of a

good microstructure for particle identification on

the secondary channels cannot be overemphasized.

The TRIUMF cyclotron presently provides a 2-5 ns

proton pulse every 43 ns, almost an optimum micro-

structure for obtaining tlme-of-fllght information.

Crossed field particle separators are an essential

part of any kaon channel design to provide a

reasonable K/TT ratio. The advantages of an RF

separator over a conventional DC separator have

recently been demonstrated on the M9 channel at

TRIUMF.8 Secondary particles produced at the pro-

duction target retain the pulse structure of the

proton beam and due to the different velocities of

different mass particles of the same momentum

DRIFT • I2.im
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Fig. 4. Time distribution of secondary particles
arriving at the RF separator.

arrive at the RF separator at different times.

Figure 4 shows the time of arrival of pionB, muons

and electrons of 77 WeV/c 12.1 m downstream of the

production target for a 5 ns vide proton pulse. By

arranging the time difference between warted and

unwanted particles to be one-half of an RF cycle a

•axitium separation Is achieved. The angular sepa-

ration in a DC separator Is given by

p̂ Vw V

J3y znd B^ are the velocities of the wanted and un-

wanted particles.

With an RF separator the maximum separation Is

given by
e o /i -i \

(2)

which for the case of muons and plons of 77 MeV/c

is a factor 10 greater for the same: field gradient-

length product. The TRIUMF RF separator shown in

Fig. 5 operates at a gradient of 24 kV/cm compared

with a typical DC separator gradient of 60-100 kV/

cm* The lower electrode voltages on the RF sepa-

rator have the additional benefit of reducing the

X-ray background.

With beam purity being one of the important

goals in a kson factory design the accelerator

should have a mlcrostructure compatible with the

use of RF separators.

C. Polarized Beams and Variable Energy

In a survey of potential kaon factory users at

TRIUMF the interest In both variable energy and

polarized proton beams was mainly in the energy

range below 3 GeV. The type of experiments would

be extensions of work done presently at TRIUMF. It

is generally felt that as a probe for nuclear

studies the K + with its large mean free path In

nuclear matter, the K~ which allows the study of

hypernuclei, and the "p which Is strongly absorbed

and therefore sensitive to the nuclear surface are

more Interesting than high energy protons. The

competition from Saclay, and frou KEK and Brookhaven

when polarized beam Is available at these labora-

tories, is significant ae a primary beam is being

used and the intensity Improvement of a kaon

factory Is not as much a consideration. At high

energies polarization transfer Is not expected to
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Fig. 5. RF separator for M9 channel.

be as efficient so that the production of polarized

neutrons or antlprotons by this method Is not a

factor. The conclusion is that providing polarized

beam or variable energy should not be dooe at the

expense of compromising other parameters of the

machine.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AREAS AND FACILITIES

A. Experimental Hall

None of the existing experimental halls at

TRIUMF 1B considered adequate to house the beam

lines and experimental areas associated with a kaon

faci^ry, so present thinking is to construct a new

SO • » 100 n hall in the north-west corner of the

site as Indicated in Fig. 6. There are several

obvious benefits to be gained with this approach in

spite of the additional building cost. The present

500 MeV program can continue undisturbed during the

construction and commissioning phase of the kaon

factory and some of the programs, in particular the

applied program, can continue to use the 500 MeV

beam on BL1A. One or more of the existing secon*

dary channels could be moved to the kaon factory

production target to take advantage of the facttr

*• NEUTRINO AREA

15 GeV SYNCHROTRON

R « 80 m

•cu
Fig. 6. Possible site layout for 15 GeV synchrotron showing experimental hall.



Fig. 7. Proposed experimental hall layout

10-50 increase in plon or muon flux* Some of the

major pieces of experimental equipment such as the

large proton and pion spectrometers and the time

projection chamber or its offspring would be

utilized as well.

With single turn extraction from the synchro**

tron option, the proton beam would have a 1.7 us

pulse duration at a 30 Hz rate (duty factor 6*10~s).

This beam would be used to feed a separate neutrino

facility or be Injected into the stretcher ring to

provide a high duty cycle >90Z beam for use In the

main experimental hall* The process of injection,

debunching and preparation for resonant extraction

in the stretcher ring will occupy 1-3 as so there

will be a hole in the extracted beam of this dura-

tion every 30 as. Similar time structures could be

achieved with the cyclotron option as will be dis-

cussed later. A very preliminary layout of the ex-

perimental hall is shown in Fig. 7. The proton beam

will be switched between three primary lines, ejch

line having one thick production target station and

one high quality channel from that target. Addi-

tional targets and secondary channels on the three

proton lines are not precluded, for example a large

acceptance low momentum channel in a backward or

90* direction for onions or plons and a thin target

location for test beams, but the strong forward

peaking of the secondary particles and the need to

optimize the front end of the channel for maximum

beam flux and purity precludes taking two channels

in a forward direction from a thick target*

The beam splitter will be designed to provide

fro* 0-1002 of the extracted beam into each line to

optimize the utilization of beam during the set-up

and data-taking stages of an experiment- An RF

deflector operating at the beam mlcrostrueture

frequency has been considered for beam switching

(ten RF separators of the TRIUMF design In aeries

would be required), but this method in addition to

being Technically difficult does not have the



flexibility In beam Intensity sharing. A kicker

aagnet operating at 30 Hz, pulsed during the 1-3 ms

hole In the extracted beam to eliminate beam loss,

ia presently envisaged for beam switching. A *1*

deflection Is well within the state cf the art,

e.g. SLAC uses 5 pulsed magnets with 0.1" deflec-

tion at 25 GeV operating at 360 Hz In their switch-

yard.

B. Kaon Beamllnes

Three kaon channels are being considered for

the Initial program, each serving a different

momentum range; 400-B00 MeV/c, 1-2 GeV/c and 2-

6 GeV/c. Although labelled kaon channels, beams of

pions and antlprotons will obviously be available

from these channels. Pion contamination Is worst

for low momentum kaon beams so the design of this

channel together with a detailed study of the pro-

cesses contributing to pion contamination has re-

ceived the most attention to date. The well recog-

nized problem with existing kaon channels is that

the measured */K ratio is of the order ten while

beam transport calculations usually predict a much

lower number. In an attempt to quantify the con-

tributing factors which cause plons to end up in

the kaon phase space, D. Lobb has been carrying out

Monte-Carlo ray-tracing studies on existing channel

designs. Processes studied are "cloud" pions from

K^ -* T&K" decay close to the target, pions scat-

tered from the coils or steel of the dipole magnets

and pions scattered from the coils or steel of

focusing quadrupoles* This study Is not complete

as yet but early indications are that all three

factors play a role.

Birien9 has recently described three rules for

the reduction of background In the design of a

clean kaon beamllne and has proposed a beamline

design based on these rules (see Fig. 8). The

design Involves the use of silts to define all beam

'parameters such that the beam emittance is less

than the channel acceptance, the elimination of

slit scattering with a dipole aagnet after the

slits and Improved shielding against particles

travelling outside the beam line* The price paid is

an increased channel length, but the configuration

of this channel with as large a transverse distance

as possible fro* production target to focus will

probably be a necessity at kaon factory intensi-

ties. Lobb Is attempting to redesign the KD channel

he reported on at the LAMPF II Workshop10 taking

Into account Blrien's rules while minimizing the

potential sources of pions. There have been no

detailed studies of the higher momentum channels or

spectrometers.

One neutral beam will be Installed in conjunc-

tion with one of the higher momentum channels*

C. Neutrino Beams

A separate neutrino area is envisaged which

would be configured for both beam dump and in-

flight neutrino production. Much of the groundwork

for the design of neutrino facilities is laid out

in the recent Los Alamos Neutrino Proposal.i] A

significant difference over existing neutrino faci-

lities at this energy is the fact that the pulse

repetition rate is higher, 30 Hz in the synchrotron

case, so that the conventional pulBed toroid pion

horn cannot be used. P. Reeve12 has Investigated a

number of possible pion horn configurations which

are compatible with rapid pulsing or dc operation.

Table II summarizes the relevant parameters of

various devices which have been considered.

A real limitation at kaon factory intensities

Is the energy density deposited In the production

SPC5S

Fig. 8. Kaon beamline proposed by F- Birlen.



TABLE II

POSSIBLE PION HORNS FOR NEUTRINO BEAMS

Device

Plon horn (Argonne type)
Superconducting quadrupole triplet
Superconducting solenoid
Lithium lens (Fermllab design)
Butterfly dlpole (LAMPF design)
Ideal horn

Flux Inproveaene
Factor

0-4 GeV/c Pions

10
2.5
10
2.3
3

target. Experience at Fermi lab and CERN Is that

energy densities in excess of 200 3 g"1 result in

target failure and density depletion due to shock

waves propagating through the target.13 This occurs

at beam intensities of 5*1012 protons/pulse. For

100 uA delivered at 3D Hz repetition rate, a single

turn spill would result in 2xlO13 protons in 1.7 us.

V. ACCELERATOR DESIGN

The accelerator specifications, as described

earlier In this paper, are summarized in Table III*

The choice of a post accelerator at TRIUMF Is not

as obvious as it is for LAMPF II where the time

structure of the 600 MeV llnac beam is immediately

compatible with a rapid-cycling synchrotron. Both

synchrotron and cyclotron options continue to be

studied, both have obvious merits as well as tech-

nical difficulties, and so far both options still

appear feasible* More detailed information about

these accelerators is available In various TRIUMF

design notes.li+*15 The description below is an

update on a previous report3 indicating some recent

developments.

A. Cyclotron Option

Injection of the bean from TRIUMF into another

cyclotron with 1001 efficiency Is trivial; the

•axlnun current Is limited only by the Injected

TABLE III

KAON FACTORY ACCELERATOR SPECIFICATIONS

Energy
Current
Spills

Tim? structure
Macroscopic:
Microscopic:

Injector

15 GeV
100 uA (6 x 10 xVs)
<10X at Injection
<1Z at extraction

cw/pulsed
20-50 MHz

TRIUHF: 430 MeV
100 uA
23 MHz cw

Sign
Filter

yes
no

possibly
ye B

partial
yes

Pulse Rate
Capability

0.4 Bz
DC
DC
13 Hz
DC

DC or
>30 Hz

current which Is expected to be 100 UA in a ±6*

phase width, a good nicrostructure of the extracted

bean is immediately available, but a number of dif-

ficult technical problems remain to be solved. The

reference design consists of two Isochronous ring

cyclotrons, the first stage taking the beam from

430 MeV to 3.5 GeV and the second stage to 15 GeV.

To put this cyclotron option in perspective, it has

to be realized that no cyclotron greater than 1 GeV

has ever been built. However, calculations have

shown that Isochronltm can be maintained along with

axial and radial focusing over the whole energy

range to 15 GeV with realistic nagnetlc fields* The

beam emlttance increase In crossing the many reso-

nances is acceptable with tolerances on the magnet-

ic field about the same order of magnitude as for

TRIUMF. Clean extraction Is the most critical

design problem with a cyclotron. Even with 54 RF

cavities each operating at 1 MV the turn separation

is equal to the radial size of the beam. To in-

crease the turn separation extraction at an Integer

or half-integer resonance is being considered and

has been shown to provide clean separation (Fig. 9 ) .

The magnets, 15 In the first ring and 42 in the

second ring, would be superconducting to reduce the

size and operating costs. Conceptual designs of

these aagnets have been nade.

B. Synchrotron Option

A combination of an accumulator ring and a

30 Hz rapid-cycling synchrotron followed by a

stretcher ring to give a high duty factor is the

•ost proven accelerator technology for providing

100 uA at 15 GeV* In this case the extrapolation

Is In current with the Fernilab Booster, which Is

capable of 7 uA at 8 GeV, serving as the reference

design* The three magnet rings, R • 80 m, would be

mounted one above the other in the synchrotron

tunnel* The major design problea to be solved is
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Fig. 9. Clean separation of the final turn for
extraction from the ring cyclotron.

the transfer of the 23.1 MHz cw beam from TRIUMF to

the synchrotron which 16 pulsed at 30 Hz, a differ-

ence In repetition rates of 770,000. Several meth-

ods of turn compaction, accumulation and injection

have been studied.

1. 100 Turn Compaction In TRIUMF. Turn com-

paction within the TRIUMF cyclotron has been Inves-

tigated theoretically using either a magnetic field

bump or an auxiliary RF cavity at the outer radius

to decrease the energy gain per turn. The RF

method Is favoured as It produces a longitudinal

emlttance shape better matched to the synchrotron

bucket [see Fig. 10(a)]. Recently, J.R. Richardson

has proposed decelerating electrodes consisting of

two A/A coaxial transmission lines laid back-to-

back along an orbit and operating at the cyclotron

frequency. Capscicive loading Is used to reduce

the length of the transmission lines to match the B

of the protons. About 100 turns can be stacked with

this arrangement. This beam which occupies radial

width of about 3 cm would be extracted as H~ ions

using a pulsed deflector operating at about 20 kHz.

This allows charge exchange injection Co be used

for filling the accumulator ring as Is done in the

Tennllab booster. Injection by stripping on a thin

foil is relatively straightforward, but because of

the large number of turns made by the beam In the

accumulator a method of steering the beam away from

the stripping foil after the first few turns has to

be used to reduce multiple scattering. Previously

four kicker magnets operating on each 100 turn

packet were considered. Recently it has been shown

that the repetition rate of the kicker magnets can

be relaxed by about a factor 100 while still keep-

ing the beam emlttance within the acceptance of the

synchrotron. About 80 of the turn packets from

TRIUMF could be stacked in the same phase space us-

ing this method. Since the accumulator ring has a

radius 10 times that of the TRIUMF cyclotron an ad-

ditional stacking of 20 packets in box-car fashion

(end-to-end) around the ring is obtained. Tie addi-

tional factor two comes from Interleaving the pack-

ets as the synchrotron RF frequency is twice the

TRIUMF frequency.

The remaining problems of transfer between

rings, acceleration and extraction have been looked

at and appear to have straightforward solutions.

Due to the repetition rate the RF power required is
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF BEAM PROPERTIES

Energy
Current
Pulse mlcrostructure
Macrostructure - basic

MacrostrucCure - modified

Variable energy
Polarization

Synchrotron

15 GeV
ICO UA

2 as every 16 ns
1.7 us every 33 ms

(1/2 » 10")
cw

(requires stretcher)
Probable
Pcjslble

15 GeV
100 UA

0.3 ns every 43 ns

0.3 ns every 22 us
(1/7 x lO* for 20 uA)

Possible
Probable

rather high with about 50 cavities operating at

250 kW to provide the 4-5 MeV energy gain per turn.

2. TRISTOR. The maximum number of turns

which can be stacked in TRIUMF is about 100,

limited by the RP phase width and the energy gain

per turn at Injection. W. Joho16 has proposed a

separate Isochronous storage ring at TRIUMF

(TRISTOR) optimized to 6tack about 15,000 TRIUMF

turns. The scheme requires an H~ beam at 430 MeV

extracted from TRIUMF with charge exchange Injec-

tion Into the storage ring. For an Initial phase

width of 12", an energy gain of 3.5 keV/turn at

injection and 0.5 keV/tum at extraction to opti-

mize the phase expansion process, the 15,000 turns

can be stacked with an emlttance and energy spread

compatible with injection into a synchrotron

(Fig. 10(b)J. There is only a modest 430-440 MeV

energy gain within the storage ring so that the

ring which would have a radius of 7.5 D would be

relatively Inexpensive. Although this scheme

solves the problems associated with accumulating a

large number of turns, it does require cw extrac-

tion of H" ions from the TRIUMF cyclotron, a

difficult problem because of the small radius gain

per turn. This extraction is technically aore

difficult than pulsing out 100 turn packets of H~

ions aa required by the first scheme although both

schemes are non-trivial.

A comparison of the beam properties to be

expected from the synchrotron and cyclotrons is

shown in Table IV. In principle both variable

energy operation and polarized beam operation are

feasible In either scheme. However, the accelera-

tion of polarized protons in a rapid-cycling

synchrotron has not been studied. It could be that

the rapid passage through depolarizing resonances

results In little depolarization in aD optimized

lattice. Variable energy operation is more

probable with the synchrotron option, but it could

turn out that the complications Inherent in high

intensity operation will make it difficult to

provide in practice.
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